
TEMPORARY 
POWER SUPPLY 
SOLUTION
H A N G  K E I  E N G I N E E R I N G  S E R V I C E  L T D .



WE ·  ARE PROFESSIONAL

HANG KEI  UNDERSTAND CUSTOMER NEEDS. . .

HANG KEI  |  AIMS TO PROVIDE 
                   ONE-STOP POWER SUPPLY SOLUTIONS︰

Hang Kei not only provides fundamental

temporary power supply services

but also provides design, installation, repair,

and maintenance services in power distribution

and safety applications of the final circuit.

We provide reliable and stable one-stop

electrical services.

-Periodic Testing for Fixed 

-Electrical Installations (WR2)

-Replacement of large Electrical Devices

-Maintenance of various Electrical Devices

-Venue for Temporary Events

Hang Kei has been established for 18 years 

and undertook all kinds of electric power addition,

replacement, and testing projects.

We understand most of the customers are demand

on temporary power supply devices during the

construction period.

SCENARIOS WHERE CLIENTS 
NEED TEMPORARY POWER. . .



WE ·  PROVIDE TEMPORARY
POWER SUPPLY & RELATIVE
INSTALLATIONS

WE ARE HIGH QUALITY ,  PROFESSIONAL AND RELIABLE. . .

TEMPORARY SOCKET OUTLET,
CABLE & RELATED EQUIPMENTS︰

TEMPORARY GENERATOR︰

TEMPORARY SWITCHBOARD︰

TEMPORARY DISTRIBUTION BOARD︰

TEMPORARY LIGHT︰

As large as hospitals, shopping malls, and as small as

offices, temporary socket outlets, and related manpower

arrangements are required.

Hang Kei and partners provide rental temporary

generators and portable generators to maintain a stable

power supply during the construction period.

Any large-scale power system needs large-scale temporary

power supply measures. We can provide temporary power

supply solutions for large-scale power systems.

Regarding the customer's temporary electricity scale and demand,

We can provide temporary power distribution and equipment.

Hang Kei provides rental services of temporary lights which

help the project go smoothly during the power outage.



Hang Kei has been partners with major companies for

many years and has cooperated with various equipment

through the electrical and mechanical industry.

We are devoted to being a staunch backing for

engineering projects.

Hang Kei provides temporary generators with related

connection works instantly.

To cope with sudden needs, we resolve customer power

faults and power supply needs immediately.

WE ·  AS A STAUNCH BACKING

ADDRESS :  FLAT B ,  5/F ,  WAH S ING INDUSTRICAL  BUILDING,

12- 14  WAH S ING STREET,  KWAI  CHUNG,  NT .

PHONE:  3 160  4310

HANG KE I  ENGINEERING SERVICE  L IMITED

EMAIL :  HANGKEI@HANGKEI .NET


